Free labour is the product of law. It is only through the establishment of domestic and international regulation that a person can assert their right to free choice of employment. While it is common to think of labour in binary terms as being either free or coerced, in fact a continuum exists which allows one to consider the various limitations which are put on free labour moving it from a situation of benefit, towards one of exploitation resulting from increasing degrees of coercion. The introduction of the legal concept of 'exploitation' into the international anti-trafficking conventions provides the opportunity to consider the role that law plays in ensuring that labour distances itself from exploitive practices. While these conventions seek to criminalise the sharp end of the stick: trafficking for the purposes of forced labour; international law has developed standards which deal with labour exploitation through a continuum which first establishes minimum labour standards; then creates positive duties of international human rights law requiring States to establish the legal infrastructure to ensure that exploitation in both the public and private sectors does not amount to violation of a worker's human rights. While leaving it to States to determine how best to ensure that worker's rights -as human rights -are protected, this protection is ordinarily manifest in a State's administrative law, its regulations of industry, but also goes as far a criminalising certain labour practices.
This Working Paper considers the various examples of exploitation laid down by the trafficking conventions while acknowledging that these are, 'at minimum' , the types of exploitation which exist. This acknowledgment opens the possibility for considering the continuum of coercion which moves from free labour to exploitation; to abuse through servile situations including forced labour; and finally, to the most extreme type of coercion manifest as enslavement; and the manner in which international law addresses such exploitation. The advent of a market economy and globalisation has created new challenges where labour exploitation is concerned. While international legal norms, by their very nature, have typically escaped private actors, international labour standards have set the benchmark for decent work and a marker for questioning whether employers are in fact being exploitative. During much of the twentieth century, international law dealing with forced labour, servitude, and slavery sought to address exploitation by States; yet today it is recognised that exploitation takes place primarily at the hands of non-State actors. International law is well placed to deal with private individuals and companies where they are exploiting workers, as international human rights law has, at the dawn of the twenty-first century, come to encompass not only the obligation of States not to exploit, but also the duty -a so-called 'positive' duty -to ensure that exploitation does not take place within their jurisdiction. A failure to protect a worker's human right is ultimately backed internationally by criminal sanctions where exploitation reaches the threshold of enslavement. In such an extreme case, the policy-maker has two options, either to address the exploitive behaviour so as to ensure it does not recur; or second, face the possibility of standing in the dock for failing to take adequate positive steps to suppress such exploitation.
What is being witnessing at the advent of the twenty-first century is an international order prepared to take human exploitation seriously. International law now has at its disposal the tools to seek to suppress exploitation, even of the mildness forms. Through top-down pressure States are required to end exploitive labour practices: international criminal law remains the ultimate threat: if international labour standards are not meet and exploitation develops into servile labour then international human rights law can be invoked; if servile labour develops into slavery then international criminal law can come into play. Thus, if used effectively, the criminal law buttresses human rights law which, in turn, strengthens international labour standards, so as to distance labour from exploitation.
The Legal Conception of Exploitation
The very concept of 'exploitation' in international law manifests itself in two manners, exploitation of a thing which is promoted in certain instances; and exploitation of a human being which, for the most part, is outlawed. Where exploitation is allowed in international law, for instance, is most evident with maritime environment, wherein the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea allows for, and regulates, "economic exploitation" of both living and non-living natural resources.1 As was noted during the negotiations of the 1956 Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, dealing with the exploitation of children as an institution and practice similar to slavery, the term 'to exploit'
